
IT-REMARKETING
Secure and professional remarketing for your IT-assets

1. Preparation
Should you have any questions regarding our remarketing pro-
cess, we will gladly walk you through our lifecycle process step 
by step.

3. Shipping/Logistics
Arrange a day that is convenient for you and we will plan and 
oversee the collection process. In case you will not be able to 
handle the preparations yourselves, we would be happy to 
send you professional assistance.

2. Evaluation of you IT asset within 48 hours
As soon as you provide us with a list of IT assets you plan to 
retire, our experts will send you a detailed evaluation of your 
IT assets in accordance with your needs.

bb-net is your one-stop partner for all your IT-Hardware rollbacks. We work step by step, in order to ensure a smooth, 
professional and secure rollback of your workplace IT.

4. Data erasure software including tamper proof reports
As a certified data destruction specialist, we strive to provide 
you with reliable and irreversible destruction of your data. For 
this reason we have partnered with the specialist blancco in 
order to provide you with an erasure method in accordance 
with NATO standards.
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6. Further processing
Depending on the condition of the hardware, the devices will 
be refurbished professionally. In case this should not be fea-
sible, bb-net will recycle the devices in accordance with the 
law.
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Do you know what value your hard-ware still has?
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5. Comprehensive reporting based on serial numbers
You will receive a comprehensive reporting based on the seri-
al numbers of the devices. This reporting will include the full 
configuration and optical/technical condition of your assets 
including a description of all damages and missing parts.



YOUR EXPERIENCED PARTNER
Remarketing through bb-net – the save, sustainable solution for your business-IT.

Refurbishment and Remarketing
Since 2011 the professional refurbishment of IT-Hardware 
forms the core of our business. Everyday more than 250 devices 
are refurbished under the highest quality standards. With our 
quality refurbishment process, we strive to deliver a product, 
which is easy to use by every user.

Recycling
Unfortunately, some devices are not suited for a second lifecy-
cle. Old, damaged or worn out devices will be disassembled 
and sorted within our facilities, before they will be returned to 
the resource cycle.

Certified data erasure
As stakeholders know, there is more to simply removing old 
equipment from the premises. The logistics of data security, 
migration of data and physical removal of assets need to be 
expertly and responsibly undertaken.
Since 2014 bb-net is certified for data sanitation according 
with DIN 66399 of the BDSG. All data erasure is done in our 
high security facility with the software tools of our partner 
blancco. For particularly sensitive Data, we offer the mechani-
cal destruction of hard disks through perforation.

Your advantages

•  Fair prices for your used IT assets
• Reliable handling from a single source from the rollback of your hardware  to the refurbishment and recycling process
•  Data security, from logistics to certified data erasure including a final report
•  Contribution to your companies sustainability and CSR efforts

Leading the market since 1995
bb-net is your partner for the professional preparation of your 
IT hardware for its second lifecycle. 
Founded as an online retailer, bb-net quickly became one of 
the leading IT-refurbisher on the German market, certified by 
the Microsoft Authorized Refurbisher program.
All processes from the auditing of the devices, data erasure to 
the refurbishment under production like conditions, all steps 
are handled by our team of 60 workers in our new headquar-
ter in Schweinfurt, Bavaria.

With its focus on quality and innovative concepts, bb-net was 
able to grow continuously since 2011. Today we maintain suc-
cessful partnerships with many international corporations 
from many different fields such as airlines, heavy industry, 
telecommunication and public institutions. Additionally, bb-
net is cooperating with the biggest retailers, purchasing orga-
nizations and distributions on the German market.
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www.bb-net.de

Audit, system check and evaluation
Everything under one roof: Since we moved into our new 
headquarter in 2018, we have the capacity to refurbish more 
than 120.000 IT assets per year. After the asset is inspected 
upon arrival, every device will receive a unique identifier co-
ding. Under this coding, all test results from the optical and 
technical evaluations will be saved and each step of the refur-
bishment process at bb-net will be retraceable.


